Handwashing Nudges Installation Guide

Resources

Below, we provide all specifications for creating the nudge materials required to install the nudges, followed by the image templates themselves.

### Footprint Stencils

**Size:** 8.3 inches x 11.7 inches (A4)*
* You may wish to adjust to match the average feet size of students in the relevant grade

**Instructions:** Print out template. Use template to trace the shape of the footprints on a sheet of plastic or cardboard. Use paper cutter to cut out the interior of the footprint shapes from the sheet. Repeat twice for stencils for one pair of feet.

### Calendar of Posters

**Size:** 11.75 inches x 16.5 inches (A3)*
* You may wish to enlarge or minimize to comfortably fit the available surface area for posters

**Material:** C2S 300 GSM paper (waterproof and greaseproof), matte printing*
* To increase durability of posters, you may wish to laminate posters or to print on vinyl instead

**Instructions:** If necessary, translate the provided posters and alter the labeled month at the top of each poster. Print all provided poster designs as a set, and bind using a spiral binding.

### Eye Sticker

**Size:** 4 inches x 4 inches *
* You may wish to adjust to to match the available surface area for the sticker

**Material:** Vinyl sticker paper (waterproof)

**Instructions:** Print out template, and trim extra white space around eye.

### Arrow Sticker

**Size:** 3 inches x 4 inches *
* You may wish to adjust to to match the available surface area for the sticker

**Material:** Vinyl sticker paper (waterproof)

**Instructions:** Print out template, and trim extra white space around arrow.